
EcoContact
Infra-Red Occupancy Control

A Vital Component of the Intelligent Energy Management Solution
The EcoContact is a motion sensor and magnetic contact equipped with ZigBee 
Standard Power for wireless operation. Properties with intermittent occupancy 
typically use the EcoContact to monitor the position of main entry doors, patio 
doors, or windows as part of Telkonet’s EcoSmart Energy Management System. The 
heart of this system is an EcoInsight or EcoWave smart thermostat. The EcoContact 
transmits the status of its magnetic contacts to the EcoInsight or EcoWave to 
provide supplemental occupancy data or to control HVAC operability when doors 
or windows have been left open. Substantial energy savings can be realized by 
ensuring that the HVAC system does not operate while doors or windows are open.

Advanced Occupancy Detection for Guest Comfort
When in Occupancy Assist mode, the EcoContact can help detect occupancy of a 
space controlled by Telkonet’s EcoSmart system. Working together with 
the EcoInsight or EcoWave thermostat and their built-in occupancy sensors, the 
EcoContact allows for enhanced occupancy algorithms by providing the door 
status as an additional input. When a thermostat receives information about a 
change in the position of the entry door, it considers the event in combination 
with information from its own occupancy senor to determine whether the room is 
occupied or unoccupied. The EcoContact also has a built-in Passive Infrared (PIR) 
sensor, which may be used in addition to the door contact’s magnetic closures to 
provide more accurate coverage of the controlled space.

The EcoContact Occupancy Assist mode is ideal for an environment where installing 
a wire from the EcoSmart thermostat to the entry door is physically impossible or 
cost-prohibitive. When a controlled space cannot be fully viewed by an EcoSmart 
thermostat’s occupancy sensor, the EcoContact will communicate with the 
thermostat and hold the space in an occupied state until someone opens the door. 
Telkonet’s Occupancy Assist mode ensures that rooms will not go into unoccupied 
setback when a guest is just out of the occupancy sensor’s view.

Energy Savings with Patio Door and Window Mode
Locations with patio doors or windows that can be opened will find the EcoContact 
to be a valuable savings tool. When programmed in Patio Door and Window mode, 
the EcoContact uses a magnetic contact to detect when guests leave a door or 
window open. The Eco Contact sends a signal back to the EcoInsight or EcoWave 
thermostat. If the door or window is not closed after a preset period of time, 
the thermostat will read “DOOR/WINDOW OPEN” and proceed to take a series of 
programmable steps. Based on the open event, the thermostat can be configured 
to turn off or adjust the setpoint until the window or door is closed again.

Overview
Compact size is unobtrusive

802.15.4 wireless compatible with all 
EcoSmart products

Two separate dry contact inputs for 
multiple door monitoring from one device

Mounting holes and security screw to 
protect from tampering

Key Features
Easy Installation

Robust wireless communications

Association to multiple thermostats or 
other EcoSmart devices

Compatible with Button or Reed style 
magnetic contacts

Configurable for Normally Open [N/O] or 
Normally Closed [N/C] magnetic contacts

Availability
The EcoContact is available now

An effective solution for comprehensive room mangement with an 
on-board infra-red sensor for more accurate occupancy checks.



EcoSmart Vision Control
The EcoSmart Vision Control mode provides a new approach to occupancy 
monitoring. By creating a narrow beam directly above or to the side of an entry 
door, the EcoContact can trigger a door event each time someone opens or closes 
the door. Vision Control mode negates the need for physically mounting magnetic 
contact devices into a doorframe, eliminating the maintenance headache of 
magnetic contacts, which may shift out of alignment over time. Vision Control 
mode removes all mechanical components and replaces them with an invisible 
infrared beam.

Installation and Communication
Telkonet designed the EcoContact to fit seamlessly into the EcoSmart Suite of 
products. It can utilize the same optional ZigBee communication available on both 
the EcoWave and EcoInsight thermostats. If ZigBee communication is integrated, 
the EcoContact may be linked to the thermostat with the push of a button. Up 
to eight EcoContact sensors may be linked to handle multiple entry/exit points 
within a single space. The EcoContact reports detailed statistics on events back 
to the EcoCentral web management system. EcoCentral monitors information such 
as remaining battery life and wireless signal strength, and property managers can 
choose to receive alerts on these items at any time.

Design for all Styles
The EcoContact thermostat features a modern design with optional backlights in 
orange, green and blue. The large, easy to read LCD display has options to display 
both the setpoint and room temperature as well as outdoor temperature. It’s easy 
to understand display makes it perfect for hospitality use and makes maintaining 
the EcoInsight thermostat simple with its secured maintenance menu for building 
staff.

EcoSmart Patented RecoveryTime™
When the EcoContact is linked with either an EcoWave or EcoInsight thermostat, 
it enables the use of Telkonet’s patented Recovery Time™ technology. Using the 
PIR occupancy sensor, the thermostat will constantly calculate how far each room 
temperature can drift from the occupant’s preferred setting to maximize energy 
savings and still return within the preset recovery time. Every room is continuously 
evaluated independently to determine its energy efficient temperature based on 
environmental characteristics.

Through the constant monitoring of the HVAC unit’s ability to drive the temperature 
and real- time adjustment of setback temperature, rooms are never excessively 
hot or cold when an occupant returns to the room. The room will always be just 
minutes away from an occupant’s desired comfort setting, unlike fixed setback 
systems where the temperature is forced to a single setpoint in all rooms. Recovery 
Time™ technology delivers room-by-room, occupant-by-occupant savings, while 
maximizing occupant comfort.

Proven Savings
Telkonet’s energy efficiency products have been proven in over 200,000 rooms 
across Hospitality, Education, Military, and Health Care markets. The power and 
intelligence behind the EcoView makes it an ideal fit for a number of applications, 
including residential and office complex space. New opportunities for efficiency 
in HVAC are constantly uncovered with the wide array of support the EcoContact 
provides.
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Technical Specifications
Zigbee/802.15.4 Wireless

2.4Ghz ISM band 1mW (0dBm)

Radio range: 100-300 ft

2 AA batteries (2 years life)

Standards
ZigBee Certified

FCC Certified

UL Certified


